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Debian GNU/Linux BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
If Debian GNU/Linux can do it, you can do it too … Whether you're a Linux newcomer looking for foolproof installation tips or a Debian GNU/ veteran who wants the scoop on the latest security enhancements, this authoritative guide delivers all the information you need to make the most of the Debian GNU/ "potato" release. From...
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CompTIA Linux+ Complete Study Guide (Exams LX0-101 and LX0-102)Sybex, 2010

	New edition prepares candidates for exams LX0-101 and LX0-102—and Linux+ certification!


	The two leading Linux certification bodies, CompTIA and Linux Professional Institute (LPI), have joined forces to release two new Linux+ exams, LX0-101 and LX0-102. This new Sybex study guide breaks down everything you need to prepare for...
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Emergency: This Book Will Save Your LifeIt Books, 2009

	With the same sharp eye, quick with, and narrative drive that marked his bestsellers The Game, The Dirt, and How to Make Love Like a Porn Star, Neil Strauss takes us on a white-knuckled journey through America's heart of darkness as he scrambles to escape the system. It's one man's story of a dangerous...
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The Billion Dollar BET: Robert Johnson and the Inside Story of Black Entertainment TelevisionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Praise for The Billion Dollar BET
"This book provides insight into one of the great trailblazers of American business. Bob Johnson has been and continues to be an inspiration to me personally. He is a man who has persevered, overcome obstacles–personally and professionally–and has succeeded in spite of the challenges and...
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Microsoft  Office Visio  2007 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2007
The smart way to learn Microsoft Office Visio 2007one step at a time! Work at your own pace through the easy numbered steps, practice files on CD, helpful hints, and troubleshooting tips to master the fundamentals of working with the latest version of Office Visio. Youll discover how to create and format shapes and diagrams, create project...
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iPad 2: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2011

	Apple announced the original iPad on January 27, 2010, and the
	technology world hasn’t been the same since. Customers rushed
	to buy the tablet, snapping up more than 300,000 the day it went
	on sale. Competitors rushed to copy it, with Samsung, Motorola, Amazon,
	and others creating their own variations on the app-friendly...
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Illustrated TCP/IP: A Graphic Guide to the Protocol SuiteJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
With the amount of information we are forced to consume everyday, it would be nice to simply skim over a few sentences in a paragraph to get the key points of the topic. That is what the Illustrated Network books are about. Each page has a graphic and concise text that makes key points quick to learn and review.     ...
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Beyond jQueryApress, 2016

	Beyond jQuery gives you the confidence to abandon your jQuery crutches and walk freely with the power of the "web API" and JavaScript! Learn about the most important concepts surrounding web development as the mystic powers of jQuery are explained, allowing you to forgo this seemingly quintessential library in your software...
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A Practical Guide to Ubuntu LinuxPrentice Hall, 2007
Ubuntu Linux is a state-of-the-art operating system, and you need a book that’s just as advanced. Along with being the most comprehensive reference to installing, configuring, and working with Ubuntu, A Practical Guide to Ubuntu Linux® also provides extensive server coverage you won’t find in any...
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No Logo : Taking Aim at the Brand BulliesRandom House, 2000
If I squint, tilt my head, and shut my left eye, all I can see out the window is 1932, straight down to the lake. Brown warehouses, oatmeal-colored smokestacks, faded signs painted on brick walls advertising long-discontinued brands: "Lovely," "Gaywear." This is the old industrial Toronto of garment factories, furriers and...
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Network Security: Private Communication in a Public World (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2002

	Authors with credentials from some of the top software and hardware companies explain the latest advances in computer network security protocol. For security managers, programmers, and graduate or advanced undergraduate students.


	It was a dark and stormy night. Somewhere in the distance a dog howled. A shiny object...
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Linux Network Administrator's GuideO'Reilly, 1995
Linux, a UNIX-compatible operating system that runs on personal computers, is a pinnacle within the free software movement. It is based on a kernel developed by Finnish student Linus Torvalds and is distributed on the Net or on low-cost disks, along with a complete set of UNIX libraries, popular free software utilities, and traditional layered...
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